Battle Bacteria
By: Cole Watson

Bacteria must fight against antibodies to survive as long as possible.

The goal of this game is to rack up as many points as possibly by surviving generations.

Instructions:
1. Click “New”
2. Click on any square on the grid without antibodies (Red blobs) or Nanos (-pills)
3. Use the WASD keys to move the location around and press SPACE to place bacteria. You can click on bacteria to remove them.
4. When finished placing bacteria press “Start”
5. Watch your colony grow and shrink based on the Game of Life.

Points are awarded based on how many generations survived as well as new growth each iteration. The farther you go the more points you will earn from new bacteria spawning. Antibodies block or prevent new bacteria from spawning on that square, if your bacteria spawns on top of a nano (pill) square it gets boosted and becomes powerful bacteria that is much harder to kill off as well as earning you more points!

The game is over when your colony dies 😞